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Abstract—This proposal is a novel intelligent model framework that can learn new patterns from new datasets which might have been distorted by uncertainty events. During the first phase of the research, historical data of Brent crude oil prices were collected from the Energy Information Administration of the US Department of Energy. The data were cleaned and normalized. The second phase involves genetic optimization of neural network to build an intelligent model using the preprocessed data. The intelligent model will be periodically retrained with distorted data, such as data from the 1991 Gulf War, the 1997 Asian financial crisis, the 2002 Venezuelan unrest, the second Gulf War of 2003, the 2001 US twin tower attack, and the 2007 global financial recession. Retraining could allow the model to learn and capture new patterns on the basis of the distorted data to predict crude oil prices during uncertainty events. This novel approach to crude oil price prediction is expected to produce more accurate results than the results discussed in existing literature, and subsequently, provide more realistic Predicted prices of crude oil for proper planning by governments, intergovernmental organizations such as the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), and private businesses. This in turn will help to avoid the negative effects of crude oil price volatility.
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I. INTRODUCTION

GLOBALIZATION implies that interdependent products and their prices will fluctuate when there is a change in product. Crude oil is perhaps the commodity that exhibits such characteristics more than any other commodity. Distortion in oil markets has serious effects on other goods and services. Crude oil is perhaps the most significant commodity traded across the globe, although there is no consensus about that. Almost all sectors of the world economy depend on crude oil. Therefore, any fluctuation in crude oil prices will have a multiplier effect on the global economy [1]. Many products use oil derivatives (e.g., rubber, medicines) or depend on energy sources that use oil derivatives for either their manufacture or operation (e.g., motors).

Instability of crude oil prices, partly triggered by political crises in oil producing countries, has a direct effect on almost all sectors in global capital markets. Hence, other markets are also affected if there is a crisis in oil markets [2]. Crude oil production may be limited by unexpected events such as war or revolution in the Middle East, which are generally viewed as exogenous (external factors) with respect to world macroeconomic conditions. Hamilton [3] describes the first historical shock on crude oil markets that occurred in 1862–1864 as a result of the US Civil War, where crude oil prices were destabilized. Kilian [4] discusses that the effects of the decline in oil production due to unexpected events make crude oil a unique commodity.

Regular short term crude oil price movements are caused by normal market forces such as US refinery capacity, Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) crude oil production ceilings, and global demand and supply; on the other hand, volatility in the oil market is prompted by unexpected events such as war, revolution, earthquake, oil workers’ strike, and hostage taking [5]. Because of the chaotic nature of the crude oil market, several computational intelligent models have been proposed in the literature to forecast prices of crude oil in order to counter the negative impact. Several researchers and institutions perceive crude oil volatility as a source of great concern, making crude oil price prediction a key issue, but a very difficult one to solve [6] because of the interactive effects of several factors, nonlinearity, and the complex, dynamic nature of crude oil prices in general [7].

Accurate projection of crude oil prices is very important to governments, private institutions, and businesses in strategic decision making. Therefore, researchers in the computational intelligence community have proposed several models for crude oil price projection. Most previous studies focus primarily on applying computational intelligent techniques to build effective models for forecasting crude oil prices using historical data of standard economic laws (demand/supply) governing crude oil trading. Very few studies have developed models that consider both regular and unexpected events. [8 – 9, 6] considered both regular factors and the effects of uncertainty events and applied expert systems to manage the effects of unexpected events. Sotoudeh and Farshad [10] claimed that forming accurate market information is a difficult task because human experts...
themselves do not fully understand all factors affecting the oil market. Therefore, expert systems is not a suitable computational technique for forecasting prices because they require complete knowledge to perform well and exhibit poor performance in case of omitted or incomplete information. However, neural networks (NNs) are capable of handling chaotic and partly understood environments. [11] pointed out that the fundamental mechanisms that drive the dynamics in the crude oil market are not fully understood. As such, rule induction techniques, including fuzzy logic, decision trees, and similar algorithms, are not suitable for crude oil price projection.

The handling effects of uncertainty events on crude oil prices, before projecting future prices using NNs is not sufficiently researched. It is highly important to consider factors such as the volatile nature of some regions that produce a significant percentage of world crude oil, threats from terrorist events, natural disasters, war related to crude oil, unexpected extreme weather, oil company mergers, and oil workers’ strikes. Statistical tools are the predominant means to select feature subsets in the domain of crude oil price prediction. In addition, the application of genetic algorithms (GAs) for feature subset selection for oil price prediction is scarce despite GA being significantly better than statistical tools to select feature subsets [12]. [13] argued that a successful prediction requires a set of independent variables to form correlation relationships. To our knowledge, none of the literature in this domain has investigated this relationship.

Our approach is to apply a genetically optimized NN to nonlinear and volatile crude oil price projections because the optimized NN performs better than a conventional NN, which face the possibility of being stuck in local minima, and require trial and error searches to produce the optimal structure of the conventional NN. Furthermore, the optimized NN has the ability to model highly complex, dynamic, and nonlinear systems and does not require complete information to perform well unlike expert systems and other rule induction techniques. In the development of our NN-based predictor, a GA is to be applied for feature subset selection, and the correlation among independent variables will be investigated using factor analysis.

The remaining sections of the paper are organized as follows: Section II presents basic concepts of GAs and NNs. Section III explains uncertainty events. Section IV provides the proposed conceptual framework and its description, and Section V provides the conclusions. Finally, further research work is revealed in Section VI.

II. BASIC THEORIES OF GENETIC ALGORITHM AND NEURAL NETWORK

A. Genetic Algorithm

The idea of GAs was conceived by [14], as a search method based on the principle of natural selection. In GA operations, an initial population with possible optimal solutions is generated. New populations are then created by selecting parents on the basis of their fitness, parents mingle (crossover) to create new offspring, and the strings that result from crossover are mutated in order to prevent a solution that is a local minimum. The new generated populations are used for further GA search steps, where the production of new generations (evolution) continues until a stoppage point is reached, by testing for some specified condition or set of conditions. If a stoppage condition is satisfied, the best chromosome within the current population is returned as the overall optimal solution [15].

B. Neural Network

NNs are computer models constructed to mimic the functions of the human brain through parallel computation of multiple input vectors. NNs comprise neurons distributed in input, hidden, and output layers. Neurons in the input layer supply inputs to neurons in hidden layers. Signals to each hidden unit consist of the weighted sum of each input unit, and these are transformed to an output value by an activation function such as the sigmoid function. The computed output is weighted and passed forward to neurons in the subsequent layer, thereby creating a feed-forward path to the output layer. Weights connecting two neurons in opposite layers are iteratively adjusted throughout the training process while inputs are fed to the network. Based on the pattern of connections between neurons in adjacent layers, the method of determining weights on the connections, and the node activation function (hidden and output layer nodes), the network is designed in a way that it can capture causal relationships between inputs and outputs in a dataset [16].

III. UNCERTAINTY EVENTS

Uncertainty events occur without prior knowledge of when they will occur, such as war, revolution, financial crises, terrorist attacks, political conflicts, false news, natural disasters, earthquakes, and extreme weather conditions. These types of uncertainties, when related to crude oil, have significant effects on the price of crude oil and will contribute to oil price volatility. In a study conducted by [17], prices of crude oil before, during, and after the Gulf War of 1991 and the Iraq War of 2003 were analyzed using empirical mode decomposition-based events analysis. Historical data were collected from West Texas Intermediate (WTI) and Brent crude oil prices, dating from March 30th, 1990 to May 31st, 1991. The aim was to assess the impact of unexpected events on crude oil prices. Empirical evidence from the study indicated that crude oil prices normally spike during unexpected events and return to normal prices after the event ends. In a related study, [18] analyzed daily crude oil prices for a period of 25 years with information extracted from the US Department of Energy, and they noted that unexpected events affect crude oil prices.

IV. PROPOSED CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Our study focuses on crude oil price prediction under uncertainty events. Crude oil markets are complex and dynamic, which are characterized by high volatility, nonlinearity, high levels of uncertainty, nonstationary behavior, and hidden relationships, and are affected by both demand/supply and uncertainty events. This study adopts emerging GA and NN computational techniques to perform this challenging task. Using GAs and NNs, we can construct an intelligent model capable of handling the effects of
uncertainty events and project crude oil prices on the basis of the flow chart illustrated in Fig 1. The conceptual framework process consists of three major stages: data collection, cleaning, and preprocessing; intelligent model construction; and model evaluation. The conceptual framework shown in Fig 1 is meant to address the problems pointed out in the introductory section. The three major stages of our framework are described in the following section.

A. Stage 1: Data Collection, Cleaning and Preprocessing

Historical data of Brent crude oil prices and regular factors affecting crude oil markets were collected from the Energy Information Administration website of the US Department of Energy from 1987 through 2011. These regular factors are OPEC crude oil production, World crude oil production, US domestic crude oil supply, non-OPEC crude oil production, Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) crude oil consumption, OECD ending stocks, US crude oil production, US crude oil imports, US ending stocks of gasoline, and US crude oil stocks at refineries.

In a large real-world database, there is a very high probability of having inconsistency, outliers, missing values, typing mistakes, and differences in measurement units, among others. These anomalies prompt the need for data cleaning and preprocessing, which constitute important aspects of an intelligent model construction process, so that any anomaly found in the data can be corrected or removed. The data collected for this research is real-world data. Therefore, cleaning and preprocessing must be performed on the collected data in order to improve the quality of the data, and thus, improve the performance accuracy of the intelligent model. Despite the data being collected from a credible source, it was thoroughly inspected for possible missing values, outliers, and other inconsistencies, but the majority of the data was found to be complete. Only data for US domestic crude oil supply and OPEC crude oil production were found to have missing values but an imputation technique was used to complete the missing values. The data was normalized in order to prevent the possible saturation of neurons, reduce computational complexity, and improve accuracy.

Feature subset selection plays a significant role in successful pattern recognition and data mining task in which optimum results can be obtained in a relatively small computational time. There are several features that determine the price of crude oil which are very difficult to accommodate in our intelligent model construction. In real-world data, only a small portion of the available subset features are relevant for a particular task (e.g., prediction). Some of the inputs can be eliminated because of redundancy and irrelevance. However, great caution and application of a systematic procedure are necessary for selecting the optimal feature subsets that adequately represent all features and enhance performance accuracy of the intelligent model. In our proposed system, GA is applied for optimal feature subset selection. The feature subsets will be subjected to factor analysis to determine any relationship among independent variables.

Fig 1 Conceptual framework for the proposed intelligent system implementation
Hamilton [3] revealed that crude oil prices were significantly affected during the first Gulf War, Venezuelan unrest, and the second Gulf War. In [18], evidence indicated that oil markets were distorted during the Asian financial crisis, the US twin tower attack, and the world financial recession of 2007. Therefore, these uncertainty events are selected for our case study.

A. Stage 2: Intelligent model construction

For the first phase of the intelligent model construction, GA is proposed to be implemented with three different combinations of population size, crossover, and mutation probabilities (adopted from [19 – 21] in three separate trials as to optimize the architectural configurations of the NN. The best NN architecture with superior performance will be adopted and used for constructing the intelligent model using data that is available prior to the unexpected events.

New sets of data distorted during the first Gulf War of 1991 will be added into the training data and the intelligent model will be retrained, leaving out oldest dataset (window training), so that the proposed model learns and captures new patterns in the data. This process will be periodically repeated with data distorted during the Asian financial crisis of 1997, Venezuelan unrest of 2002, the second Gulf War of 2003, the US twin tower attack of 2001, and the global financial recession of 2007. In each of the experiments, the intelligent model is expected to capture the effects of uncertainty events on crude oil prices, learn new patterns, and subsequently, project crude oil prices.

B. Stage 3: Model evaluation

Box – Jenkins model is the widely accepted benchmark for evaluating the effectiveness of NN [22 – 23]. For evaluation purpose, the Box–Jenkins model will be applied to predict crude oil prices and compare the results obtained with our model. Any significant statistical difference between performance of the Box–Jenkins and the intelligent models in terms of prediction accuracy will be measured.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This novel approach of crude oil price projection is expected to produce more accurate results than the intelligent models discussed in literature, and subsequently, provide more realistic projected prices of crude oil for proper planning by governments and private businesses. This may in turn help avert the negative effects of crude oil price volatility in times of crisis. This conceptual framework will possibly inspire researchers to focus attention on exploring other computational intelligent techniques capable of handling effects of uncertainties in the search for an optimal solution to oil price volatility, considering the critical role crude oil plays in the global economy.

VI FURTHER RESEARCH

Remaining part of stage 1 (feature subset selection and correlation relationships of subsets), stage 2, and stage 3 of the proposed conceptual framework are currently ongoing research.
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